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The End of Public Schools analyzes the effect of foundations, corporations, and non-governmental organizations on the rise of neoliberal
principles in public education. By first contextualizing the privatization of education within the context of a larger educational crisis, and with
particular emphasis on the Gates Foundation and influential state and national politicians, it describes how specific policies that limit public
control are advanced across all levels. Informed by a thorough understanding of issues such as standardized testing, teacher tenure, and
charter schools, David Hursh provides a political and pedagogical critique of the current school reform movement, as well details about the
increasing resistance efforts on the part of parents, teachers, and the general public.
From bank bailouts to austerity, Europe's and Ireland's response to the economic crisis has been engineered specifically to shift the burden of
paying for the crisis onto ordinary citizens while investors, financiers, bankers and the privileged are protected. The authors expose the classbased nature of Ireland's crisis resolution.
In the mid-nineties, the Alfred Glickman School was just another failing school in one of America's most violent cities. Then SABIS, a private,
for-profit education provider, took over. Twenty years later, the school is a six-time silver medalist in U.S. News & World Report's annual
"America's Best High Schools" listing, and every single graduate of the school has been offered a college place. With success of this
magnitude, you would think that for-profit managed charter schools like SABIS would be in high demand. On the contrary, they are fought at
every turn. Why is the idea of employing for-profit companies to help rescue failing public schools treated with fear and hostility? Stranger still,
why does a nation built on free enterprise refuse to embrace a free market strategy when so many students and schools would clearly benefit
and with so much at stake? Last Bell is a book about politics, money and power. It examines the charge that for-profits running charter
schools are in it for the money, not the kids, and reveals the real motives of those spreading these ideas and why they fight private sector
involvement in public schools. Last Bell is a reasonable voice in a polarized debate. It does not call for an end to public schools but rather
imagines a future in which private companies help create a competitive market for public education to boost performance, turn derelict
schools into centers of excellence and give parents even in the worst neighborhoods real choice and their children a future.
The concept of mental maps is used in several disciplines including geography, psychology, history, linguistics, economics, anthropology,
political science, and computer game design. However, until now, there has been little communication between these disciplines and
methodological schools involved in mental mapping. Mental Maps: Geographical and Historical Perspectives addresses this situation by
bringing together scholars from some of the related fields. Ute Schneider examines the development of German geographer Heinrich
Schiffers’ mental maps, using his books on Africa from the 1930s to the 1970s. Efrat Ben-Ze’ev and Chloé Yvroux investigate conceptions
of Israel and Palestine, particularly the West Bank, held by French and Israeli students. By superimposing large numbers of sketch maps,
Clarisse Didelon-Loiseau, Sophie de Ruffray, and Nicolas Lambert identify "soft" and "hard" macro-regions on the mental maps of geography
students across the world. Janne Holmén investigates whether the Baltic and the Mediterranean Seas are seen as links or divisions between
the countries that line their shores, according to the mental maps of high school seniors. Similarly, Dario Musolino maps regional preferences
of Italian entrepreneurs. Finally, Lars-Erik Edlund offers an essayistic account of mental mapping, based on memories of maps in his own
family. This edited volume book uses printed maps, survey data and hand drawn maps as sources, contributing to the study of human
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perception of space from the perspectives of different disciplines. The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the
Journal of Cultural Geography.
This book engages with a controversial issue, namely the establishment of penal colonies and concentration camps in imperial spaces, which
have informed ongoing debates on the repressive practices of colonial rule and popular resistance against it. The contributors offer a
reassessment of the history of politically motivated incarceration based upon a multi-disciplinary perspective in a global, imperial setting
during the twentieth century. The introduction and seven chapters engage with comparative and transnational perspectives on political
persecution, forced confinement and colonial rule in British, French, German, Belgian and Portuguese dominions in Africa, Asia, Oceania and
Latin America. Addressing political incarceration's global imperial dimensions, they focus upon the organisation, strategies, narratives and
practices associated with political internment in Africa (Angola, Tanzania, Rhodesia, South Africa), Latin America (French Guyana) and the
Pacific region (New Caledonia). Penal legislation, policies of convict transport and political imprisonment, resettlement, prison regimes,
resistance and liberation struggles, counter insurgency, prisoner agency, and prisons as cultural spaces and of memory are discussed here
for different time periods from the mid-1800s to the late twentieth century. The chapters build upon the ongoing debate on political
incarceration in empire and the remarkable dynamic scientific research witnessed over the last decades. As a result, they provide novel
insights into the nature of legal systems, colonial discourse, memory, racial segregation and persecution, prisoners’ narratives of practices of
punishment and incarceration, and human rights abuses in imperial spaces. The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of The Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History. The editors have also written an original conclusion to the present volume.
A free ebook version of this title is available through Luminos, University of California Press’s Open Access publishing program. Visit
www.luminosoa.org to learn more. Early in the twenty-first century, Louisiana, one of the poorest states in the United States, redirected
millions in tax dollars from the public coffers in an effort to become the top location site globally for the production of Hollywood films and
television series. Why would lawmakers support such a policy? Why would citizens accept the policy’s uncomfortable effects on their
economy and culture? Almost Hollywood, Nearly New Orleans addresses these questions through a study of the local and everyday
experiences of the film economy in New Orleans, Louisiana—a city that has twice pursued the goal of becoming a movie production capital.
From the silent era to today’s Hollywood South, Vicki Mayer explains that the aura of a film economy is inseparable from a prevailing sense
of home, even as it changes that place irrevocably.
"What's going to happen to my job?" That's what an increasing number of anxious Americans are asking themselves. The US workforce,
which has been one of the most productive and wealthiest in the world, is undergoing an alarming transformation. Increasing numbers of
workers find themselves on shaky ground, turned into freelancers, temps and contractors. Even many full-time and professional jobs are
experiencing this precarious shift. Within a decade, a near-majority of the 145 million employed Americans will be impacted. Add to that the
steamroller of automation, robots and artificial intelligence already replacing millions of workers and projected to "obsolesce" millions more,
and the jobs picture starts looking grim. Now a weird yet historic mash-up of Silicon Valley technology and Wall Street greed is thrusting upon
us the latest economic fraud: the so-called "sharing economy," with companies like Uber, Airbnb and TaskRabbit allegedly "liberating
workers" to become "independent" and "their own CEOs," hiring themselves out for ever-smaller jobs and wages while the companies profit.
But this "share the crumbs" economy is just the tip of a looming iceberg that the middle class is drifting toward. Raw Deal: How the "Uber
Economy" and Runaway Capitalism Are Screwing American Workers,by veteran journalist Steven Hill, is an exposé that challenges
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conventional thinking, and the hype celebrating this new economy, by showing why the vision of the "techno sapien" leaders and their Ayn
Rand libertarianism is a dead end. In Raw Deal, Steven Hill proposes pragmatic policy solutions to transform the US economy and its safety
net and social contract, launching a new kind of deal to restore power back into the hands of American workers.
Using media for social innovation is a critical roadmap for understanding and researching ‘social innovation media’. These media initiatives
seek to find new solutions to seemingly intractable social problems by combining creativity, media technologies and engaged collectives in
their design and implementation. The book uses a number of case studies – including youth, Indigenous, human rights and environmental
campaign media – to illuminate the emergence of purposeful and productive platforms for social change. It interrogates the guiding principles,
assumptions, goals, practices and outcomes of these experiments, revealing the challenges they face, the components of their innovation,
and the political economy within which they operate.

The Routledge Handbook on Crime and International Migration is concerned with the various relationships between migration,
crime and victimization that have informed a wide criminological scholarship often driven by some of the original lines of inquiry of
the Chicago School. Historically, migration and crime came to be the device by which Criminology and cognate fields sought to
tackle issues of race and ethnicity, often in highly problematic ways. However, in the contemporary period this body of scholarship
is inspiring scholars to produce significant evidence that speaks to some of the biggest public policy questions and debunks many
dominant mythologies around the criminality of migrants. The Routledge Handbook on Crime and International Migration is also
concerned with the theoretical, empirical and policy knots found in the relationship between regular and irregular migration,
offending and victimization, the processes and impact of criminalization, and the changing role of criminal justice systems in the
regulation and enforcement of international mobility and borders. The Handbook is focused on the migratory ‘fault lines’ between
the Global North and Global South, which have produced new or accelerated sites of state control, constructed irregular migration
as a crime and security problem, and mobilized ideological and coercive powers usually reserved for criminal or military threats.
Offering a strong international focus and comprehensive coverage of a wide range of border, criminal justice and migration-related
issues, this book is an important contribution to criminology and migration studies and will be essential reading for academics,
students and practitioners interested in this field.
Greenland and the International Politics of a Changing Arctic examines the international politics of semi-independent Greenland in
a changing and increasingly globalised Arctic. Without sovereign statehood, but with increased geopolitical importance,
independent foreign policy ambitions, and a solidified self-image as a trailblazer for Arctic indigenous peoples’ rights, Greenland is
making its mark on the Arctic and is in turn affected – and empowered – by Arctic developments. The chapters in this collection
analyse how a distinct Greenlandic foreign policy identity shapes political ends and means, how relations to its parent state of
Denmark is both a burden and a resource, and how Greenlandic actors use and influence regional institutional settings as well as
foreign states and commercial actors to produce an increasingly independent – if not sovereign – entity with aims and ambitions for
regional change in the Arctic. This is the first comprehensive and interdisciplinary examination of Greenland’s international
relations and how they are connected to wider Arctic politics. It will be essential reading for students and scholars interested in
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Arctic governance and security, international relations, sovereignty, geopolitics, paradiplomacy, indigenous affairs and anyone
concerned with the political future of the Arctic.
Our bush heritage helped to define our identity, but today Australia is a nation of cities. A higher proportion of Australians live in
cities than almost any other country, and most of our national wealth is generated in them. For most of the twentieth century, our
cities gave us some of the highest living standards in the world. But they are no longer keeping up with changes in how we live
and how our economy works. The distance between where people live and where they work is growing fast. The housing market
isn't working, locking many Australians out of where and how they'd like to live. The daily commute is getting longer, putting
pressure on social and family life and driving up living costs. Instead of bringing us together, Australia's cities are dividing
Australians-between young and old, rich and poor, the outer suburbs and the inner city. Neglecting our cities has real
consequences for our lives now, and for our future prosperity. Using stories and case studies to show how individuals, families and
businesses experience life in cities today, this book provides an account of why Australia's cities are broken, and how to fix them.
Personalized Learning in the Middle Grades shows how teachers in grades 5–8 can leverage the use of personalized learning
plans (PLPs) to increase student agency and engagement, helping youth to establish learning goals aligned with their interests
and assess their own learning—particularly around essential skills that cut across disciplines. Drawing on their research and work
with fifty schools in Vermont, where PLPs are used statewide, the authors show how personalized learning aligns with effective
middle grades practice and provide in-depth examples of how educators have implemented PLPs in a wide range of schools
representing different demographics and grade configurations. They also highlight five critical roles for teachers in personalized
learning environments—as empowerer, scaffolder, scout, assessor, and community builder—and illustrate how teachers can adapt
the PLP process for their own unique contexts. Grounded in experience and full of engaging examples, artifacts, and tools, the
book builds on the emerging field of personalized learning and connects it with the developmental needs of middle schoolers to
provide a unique and valuable resource for individual classroom teachers, teacher teams, school leaders, teacher?educators, and
others.
Despite rich archives of work on race and the global economy, most notably by scholars of colour and Global South intellectuals,
the discipline of Political Economy has largely avoided an honest confrontation with how race works within the domains it studies,
not least within markets. By way of corrective, this book draws together scholarship on the material function of race at various
scales in the global political economy. The collective provocation of the contributors to this volume is that race has been integral to
the formation of capitalism – as extensively laid out by the racial capitalism literature – and takes on new forms in the novel market
spaces of neoliberalism. The chapters within this volume also reinforce that the current political conjuncture, marked by the
ascension of neo-fascist power, cannot be defined by an exceptional intrusion of racism, nor can its racism be dismissed as
epiphenomenal. Raced Markets will be of great value to scholars, students, and researchers interested in political economy and
racial capitalism as well as those willing to explore how race takes on new forms in the novel market spaces of contemporary
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neoliberalism. The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the New Political Economy.
A fresh take on social class from the experts behind the BBC's 'Great British Class Survey'. Why does social class matter more
than ever in Britain today? How has the meaning of class changed? What does this mean for social mobility and inequality? In this
book Mike Savage and the team of sociologists responsible for the Great British Class Survey look beyond the labels to explore
how and why our society is changing and what this means for the people who find themselves in the margins as well as in the
centre. Their new conceptualization of class is based on the distribution of three kinds of capital - economic (inequalities in income
and wealth), social (the different kinds of people we know) and cultural (the ways in which our leisure and cultural preferences are
exclusive) - and provides incontrovertible evidence that class is as powerful and relevant today as it's ever been.
The book focuses on smart computing for crowdfunding usage, looking at the crowdfunding landscape, e.g., reward-, donation-,
equity-, P2P-based and the crowdfunding ecosystem, e.g., regulator, asker, backer, investor, and operator. The increased
complexity of fund raising scenario, driven by the broad economic environment as well as the need for using alternative funding
sources, has sparked research in smart computing techniques. Covering a wide range of detailed topics, the authors of this book
offer an outstanding overview of the current state of the art; providing deep insights into smart computing methods, tools, and their
applications in crowdfunding; exploring the importance of smart analysis, prediction, and decision-making within the fintech
industry. This book is intended to be an authoritative and valuable resource for professional practitioners and researchers alike, as
well as finance engineering, and computer science students who are interested in crowdfunding and other emerging fintech topics.
In an age where official and sponsored violence are becoming normalised and conceived of as legitimate tools of peace keeping, a
number of leading academics and activists represented in Pedagogy, Politics and Philosophy of Peace interrogate and resist the
intensification of the militarisation of civil life and of international relations. Coming from different areas of study, the contributors to
this volume discuss peace and critical peace education from a range of perspectives. The nature of peace, myths related to peace,
the logistics of peace and peacemaking as well as the relation of peace and pedagogy in the broadest meaning of the term
constitute the main themes of the book. The common thread that binds the chapters together is the distinction between
genuine/authentic and false peace and the importance of critical reflection on actions that contribute to genuine peace.
'Pop-up' is a fully-fledged, new urbanism. Celebrated as a flexible and exciting new form of place making, pop-up culture includes
temporary or nomadic sites such as cinemas, container malls, supper clubs, even pop-up housing and is now ubiquitous in cities
across the world. But what are the stakes of the ‘pop-up’ city? Traversing a wealth of fascinating case studies, Rebranding
Precarity shows how pop-up works to rebrand insecurity and encourages us to embrace precarity as the new normal. Revealing
how urban crisis has particular temporal and spatial characteristics, defined by uncertainty, instability, fractures and gaps, it
illuminates how those markers of crisis have been optimistically reimagined over the last few years, through an examination of
seven logics that rebrand insecurity including within housing, labour economies and gentrifying areas. In doing so, it paints a
frightening picture of how crisis conditions have become not just accepted, but are in fact desired, in today’s metropolis.
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Weaving together a hitherto unattempted history of making and verifying identification documents, In Pursuit of Proof tells stories
from the ground about the urban margins of India, and Delhi in particular. The book moves with agility across the late colonial era
and the postcolonial years marked by ration cards, refugee registration certificates, permits, licences, and affidavits. How did the
ration card, introduced during the Second World War, crystallize into proof of residence? After the Partition, how did the Indian
state classify refugees as poor, displaced, and lower caste? Might there be alternative conceptualizations of the much-maligned
‘Licence Raj’? How does proof manifest itself for those living in Delhi’s slums? And how does the unique identification number,
termed the Aadhaar, impinge on rural migrants dwelling in the city? Relying on intensive ethnographic and archival methods, the
book answers these questions and theorizes the Indian state as one whose welfare capacities of governing are drawn from
popular knowledge practices of documenting and proving identities.
History and geography delineate the operation of power, not only its range but also the capacity to plan and the ability to
implement. Approaching state strategy and policy from the spatial angle, Jeremy Black argues that just as the perception of power
is central to issues of power, so place, and its constraints and relationships, is partly a matter of perception, not merely map
coordinates. Geopolitics, he maintains, is as much about ideas and perception as it is about the actual spatial dimensions of
power. Black’s study ranges widely, examining geography and the spatial nature of state power from the 15th century to the
present day. He considers the rise of British power, geopolitics and the age of Imperialism, the Nazis and World War II, and the
Cold War, and he looks at the key theorists of the latter 20th century, including Henry Kissinger, Francis Fukuyama and Samuel P.
Huntington, Philip Bobbitt, Niall Ferguson, and others.
This book is an initiative presented by the Commission on Geographical Education of the International Geographical Union. It
focuses particularly on what has been learned from geospatial projects and research from the past decades of implementing
geospatial technologies (GST) in formal and informal education. The objective of this publication is to inform an international
audience of teachers, professionals, scholars, and policymakers about the state of the art and prospects of geospatial practices
(GPs) as organized activities that use GST and lessons learned in relation to geographical education. GST make up an advanced
body of knowledge developed by practitioners of geographic information systems (GIS), remote sensing (RS), global positioning
systems, (GPS), and digital cartography (DC). GST have long been applied in many different sectors; however, their first use in
higher education began in the early 1980s and then diffused to secondary schools during the 1990s. Starting with GIS and RS, it
evolved into a much broader context, as GST expanded to include GPS and DC with new communication technologies and
Internet applications. GST have been used around the world as a combination of tools and special techniques to make research,
teaching, and learning more effective.
This volume brings together a selection of papers proposed for the Proceedings of the 42nd Computer Applications and
Quantitative Methods in Archaeology conference (CAA), hosted at Paris 1 Pantheon-Sorbonne University from 22nd to 25th April
2014.
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The Oxford Handbook of European Islam is the first comprehensive approach to the multiple ways Islam has been studied across
European countries. It is not a compilation of country profiles but rather a unique analytical review of the state of knowledge about
Islam and Muslim in different European countries, as well as on thematic issues such as Hijab, Sharia, or Islamophobia. For this
reason, it will remain relevant beyond the continuous flow of eventsthat rapidly make obsolete other sorts of compilation. It is also
the first time, that Western and Eastern Europe are systematically analyzed together in one volume on the question of Islam,
bringing to light similarities and also differences in the status of Muslims in these different parts of Europe.
4LTR Press solutions give students the option to choose the format that best suits their learning preferences. This option is perfect
for those students who focus on the textbook as their main course resource. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Imagining Seattle is a study of social values in urban governance and the relationship of environmentalism, race relations, and
economic growth in contemporary Seattle.
The Chinese Communist Party’s response to the wave of factory strikes in the early summer of 2010 has raised important questions about
the role that labour plays in the transformation of world orders. In contrast to previous policies of repression towards labour unrest, these
recent disputes centring round wages and working conditions have been met with a more permissive response on the part of the state, as the
CCP ostensibly seeks to facilitate a transition away from a model of political economy based on ‘low-road’ labour relations and export
dependence. Labour and Development in East Asia shows that such inter-linkages between labour, geopolitical transformations, and states’
developmental strategies have been much more central to East Asia’s development than has commonly been recognised. By adopting an
explanatory framework of the labour-geopolitics-development nexus, the book theorises and provides an historical analysis of the formation
and transformation of the East Asian regional political economy from the end of the Second World War to the present, with particular
reference to Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and China. This book will be required reading for students and scholars of international relations,
development studies and comparative politics.
This book illustrates how literature, history and geographical analysis complement and enrich each other’s disciplinary endeavors. The HunLenox Globe, constructed in 1510, contains the Latin phrase 'Hic sunt dracones' ('Here be dragons'), warning sailors of the dangers of drifting
into uncharted waters. Nearly half a millennium earlier, the practice of ‘earth-writing’ (geographia) emerged from the cloisters of the great
library of Alexandria, as a discipline blending the twin pursuits of Strabo’s poetic impression of places, and Herodotus’ chronicles of events
and cultures. Eratosthenes, a librarian at Alexandria, and the mathematician Ptolemy employed geometry as another language with which to
pursue ‘earth-writing’. From this ancient, East Mediterranean fount, the streams of literary perception, historical record and geographical
analysis (phenomenological and Euclidean) found confluence. The aim of this collection is to recover such means and seek the fount of such
rich waters, by exploring relations between historical geography, geographic information science (GIS) / geoscience, and textual analysis.
The book discusses and illustrates current case studies, trends and discourses in European, American and Asian spheres, where historical
geography is practiced in concert with human and physical applications of GIS (and the broader geosciences) and the analysis of text broadly conceived as archival, literary, historical, cultural, climatic, scientific, digital, cinematic and media. Time as a multi-scaled concept
(again, broadly conceived) is the pivot around which the interdisciplinary contributions to this volume revolve. In The Landscape of Time
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(2002) the historian John Lewis Gaddis posits: “What if we were to think of history as a kind of mapping?” He links the ancient practice of
mapmaking with the three-part conception of time (past, present, and future). Gaddis presents the practices of cartography and historical
narrative as attempts to manage infinitely complex subjects by imposing abstract grids to frame the phenomena being examined— longitude
and latitude to frame landscapes and, occidental and oriental temporal scales to frame timescapes. Gaddis contends that if the past is a
landscape and history is the way we represent it, then it follows that pattern recognition constitutes a primary form of human perception, one
that can be parsed empirically, statistically and phenomenologically. In turn, this volume reasons that literary, historical, cartographical,
scientific, mathematical, and counterfactual narratives create their own spatio-temporal frames of reference. Confluences between the poetic
and the positivistic; the empirical and the impressionistic; the epic and the episodic; and the chronologic and the chorologic, can be identified
and studied by integrating practices in historical geography, GIScience / geoscience and textual analysis. As a result, new perceptions and
insights, facilitating further avenues of scholarship into uncharted waters emerge. The various ways in which geographical, historical and
textual perspectives are hermeneutically woven together in this volume illuminates the different methods with which to explore terrae
incognitaes of knowledge beyond the shores of their own separate disciplinary islands.
Migration and the movement of people is one of the critical issues confronting the world’s nations in the twenty-first-century. This book is
about the economic contribution of migration to and from New Zealand, one of the most frequently discussed aspects of the debate. Can
immigration, in economic terms, be more than a gap filler for the labour market and help as well with national economic transformation? And
what is the evidence on the effect of migration not just on house prices but also on jobs, trade or broader economic performance? Building on
Sir Paul Callaghan’s vision of New Zealand as a place ‘where talent wants to live’, this book explores how we can attract skilled, creative
and entrepreneurial people born in other countries, and whether our ‘seventeenth region’ – the more than 600,000 New Zealanders living
abroad – can be a greater national asset.
This ground-breaking collection examines the erosion of the legal boundaries traditionally dividing civil detention from criminal punishment.
The contributors empirically demonstrate how the mentally ill, non-citizen immigrants, and enemy combatants are treated like criminals in
Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States.
The authors are proud sponsors of the 2020 SAGE Keith Roberts Teaching Innovations Award—enabling graduate students and early career
faculty to attend the annual ASA pre-conference teaching and learning workshop. Our Social World: Introduction to Sociology inspires
students to develop their sociological imaginations, to see the world and personal events from a new perspective, and to confront sociological
issues on a day-to-day basis. Organized around the "Social World" model, a conceptual framework that demonstrates the relationships
among individuals (the micro level); organizations, institutions, and subcultures (the meso level); and societies and global structures (the
macro level), the authors use this framework to help students develop the practice of using three levels of analysis, and to view sociology as
an integrated whole, rather than a set of discrete subjects. The Seventh Edition includes new coverage of climate change, the influence of
robots and artificial intelligence on workers, race relations in the Trump era, transgender identity and gender fluidity, sexual harassment in the
workplace and the #MeToo movement, declining marriage rates, the impact of tracking for students at all academic achievement levels,
smoking as an example of health and inequality in the U.S., gun violence and the student movement to control access to guns, social media,
and Russian interference in the 2016 election. This title is accompanied by a complete teaching and learning package. Contact your SAGE
representative to request a demo. Digital Option / Courseware SAGE Vantage is an intuitive digital platform that delivers this text’s content
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and course materials in a learning experience that offers auto-graded assignments and interactive multimedia tools, all carefully designed to
ignite student engagement and drive critical thinking. Built with you and your students in mind, it offers simple course set-up and enables
students to better prepare for class. Assignable Video with Assessment Assignable video (available with SAGE Vantage) is tied to learning
objectives and curated exclusively for this text to bring concepts to life. Watch a sample video now. LMS Cartridge (formerly known as SAGE
Coursepacks): Import this title’s instructor resources into your school’s learning management system (LMS) and save time. Don’t use an
LMS? You can still access all of the same online resources for this title via the password-protected Instructor Resource Site. Learn more.
SAGE Lecture Spark: Designed to save you time and ignite student engagement, these free weekly lecture launchers focus on current event
topics tied to key concepts in Sociology. Access this week’s topic.
American cities entered a new phase when, beginning in the 1950s, artists and developers looked upon a decaying industrial zone in Lower
Manhattan and saw, not blight, but opportunity: cheap rents, lax regulation, and wide open spaces. Thus, SoHo was born. From 1960 to
1980, residents transformed the industrial neighborhood into an artist district, creating the conditions under which it evolved into an upperincome, gentrified area. Introducing the idea—still potent in city planning today—that art could be harnessed to drive municipal prosperity, SoHo
was the forerunner of gentrified districts in cities nationwide, spawning the notion of the creative class. In The Lofts of SoHo, Aaron Shkuda
studies the transition of the district from industrial space to artists’ enclave to affluent residential area, focusing on the legacy of urban
renewal in and around SoHo and the growth of artist-led redevelopment. Shkuda explores conflicts between residents and property owners
and analyzes the city’s embrace of the once-illegal loft conversion as an urban development strategy. As Shkuda explains, artists eventually
lost control of SoHo’s development, but over several decades they nonetheless forced scholars, policymakers, and the general public to take
them seriously as critical actors in the twentieth-century American city.
This handbook presents an extensive new overview of African development - past, present and future. It addresses key core themes and
topics that are pertinent to the continent's development - including sections on history, health and food, politics, economics, rural and urban
development, and development policy and practice. The volume draws on the expertise of over 60 of the world's leading scholars to provide a
detailed and up-to-date analysis of the key opportunities and challenges that confront Africa, and how such issues are being addressed.
Arranged by key themes, the handbook provides not only a historical understanding of the past, but also political perspectives on the future.
The chapters provide critically informed analyses of their topics by drawing upon the latest conceptual viewpoints and applied experiences in
Africa in the form of case studies to offer a comprehensive examination of the opportunities, challenges, key debates and future prospects.
This handbook is an invaluable state-of-the-art overview and reference concerning many different aspects of Africa's development, which will
be of interest to academics in all fields of African studies, and also academics and students working in cognate disciplines such as
development studies, geography, history, politics and economics.
Protests as Events: Politics, Activism and Leisure is an edited collection that explores activism as a leisure activity and protests as events.

"Tim Wise is one of the great public moralists in America today. In his bracing new book, Under the Affluence, he brilliantly
engages the roots and ramifications of radical inequality in our nation, carefully detailing the heartless war against the poor and the
swooning addiction to the rich that exposes the moral sickness at the heart of our culture. Wise's stirring analysis of our
predicament is more than a disinterested social scientific treatise; this book is a valiant call to arms against the vicious practices
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that undermine the best of the American ideals we claim to cherish. Under the Affluence is vintage Tim Wise: smart, sophisticated,
conscientious, and righteously indignant at the betrayal of millions of citizens upon whose backs the American Dream rests. This
searing testimony for the most vulnerable in our nation is also a courageous cry for justice that we must all heed."—Michael Eric
Dyson, author of The Black Presidency: Barack Obama and the Politics of Race in America Tim Wise is one of America's most
prolific public intellectuals. His critically acclaimed books, high-profile media interviews, and year-round speaking schedule have
established him as an invaluable voice in any discussion on issues of race and multicultural democracy. In Under the Affluence,
Wise discusses a related issue: economic inequality and the demonization of those in need. He reminds us that there was a time
when the hardship of fellow Americans stirred feelings of sympathy, solidarity for struggling families, and support for policies and
programs meant to alleviate poverty. Today, however, mainstream discourse blames people with low income for their own
situation, and the notion of an intractable "culture of poverty" has pushed our country in an especially ugly direction. Tim Wise
argues that far from any culture of poverty, it is the culture of predatory affluence that deserves the blame for America's simmering
economic and social crises. He documents the increasing contempt for the nation's poor, and reveals the forces at work to create
and perpetuate it. With clarity, passion and eloquence, he demonstrates how America's myth of personal entitlement based on
merit is inextricably linked to pernicious racial bigotry, and he points the way to greater compassion, fairness, and economic
justice. Tim Wise is the author of many books, including Dear White America and Colorblind.
This book examines the meaning of Brexit, the election of Trump and the rising tide of populist revolt on the right amidst the
collapse of the left. Exploring the reaction against the establishment or ‘the system’, the author contends that we are witnessing a
new divide between those who wish to see an interconnected world and those who seek distance: as transport and technology
shrink the world, we witness a backlash that favours protectionism and opposes immigration. Distance is the new frontier: for
some, remote players are rejected in favour of identities closer to home. This divide plays out in relation to the notion of ‘face’, as
individuals react to ‘faceless’ organisations and processes such as globalisation and automation, responding to a sense of
alienation on social media and developing a conception of themselves as networked individuals. Thus, we move towards a type of
society characterised not by honour and dishonour, or right and wrong, but by voice and choice. A fascinating and very accessible
analysis of the divisions and transformations that have come to dominate the contemporary landscape, this book will appeal to
political leaders and social scientists with interests in globalisation, social movements and social theory.
This unique Companion provides a comprehensive overview and critical evaluation of existing conceptualizations and new
developments in innovation research. It draws on multiple perspectives of innovation, knowledge and creativity from economics,
geography, history, management, political science and sociology. The Companion brings together leading scholars to reflect upon
innovation as a concept (Part I), innovation and institutions (Part II), innovation and creativity (Part III), innovation, networking and
communities (Part IV), innovation in permanent spatial settings (Part V), innovation in temporary, virtual and open settings (Part
VI), innovation, entrepreneurship and market making (Part VII), and the governance and management of innovation (Part VIII).
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This book places children's literature at the forefront of early twentieth-century debates about national identity and class relations
that were expressed through the pursuit of leisure. Focusing on stories about hiking, camping and sailing, this book offers a fresh
insight into a popular period of modern British cultural and political history.
Those who first settled the Midwest, the American Heartland, came from “back East” or directly from Europe. Mostly, they had
little to lose and everything to gain by risking everything—including their very lives. Still, they came, by the millions, chasing
runaway dreams. In the process, they transformed a land occupied for over ten-thousand years by others who lived vastly different
lives and now are mostly vanished. In the process, those who supplanted the Native Americans created a radically new
culture—one now in decline. The Luick clan—typical of so many pioneering families of the American frontier—came on the run from
hunger-wracked Württemberg, having thrashed a noble. After twenty years of carving a life out of the woods of Michigan, they
migrated en masse once more—to the prairies of Iowa in the 1850s. Founding a town they named “Belmond,” after pretty settler
Emily “Belle” Dumond, the four Luick brothers and their determined sister launched an empire built on land, livestock and banking.
The Luicks and their cohorts forged a physical culture—public buildings, social institutions, latest fashion—that largely looked little
like the European or Eastern lands they’d left, yet the intangible culture they made in many ways hardly resembled the social
culture (laws, local mores and norms) they’d turned their backs on. Tapping the well-documented Luicks as a case study, this
book examines a process replicated tens of thousands of times across America—how strangers peopled an annexed land, then
built something totally different than had been in that place before. If we explore that process, we might find clues on how we might
forge a new culture now, as the one our ancestors erected fails to respond to a changing world order. In their stories, we find
larger truths, useable social stencils as well as sobering caveats.
In the contemporary city, the physical infrastructure and sensorial experiences of two millennia are now inter-woven within an
invisible digital matrix. This matrix alters human perceptions of the city, informs our behaviour and increasingly influences the
urban designs we ultimately inhabit. Digital Futures and the City of Today cuts through these issues to analyse the work of
architects, designers, media specialists and a growing number of community activists, laying out a multi-faceted view of the
complex integrated phenomenon of the contemporary city. Split into three sections, the book interrogates the concept of the 'smart'
city, examines innovative digital projects from around the world, documents experimental visions for the future, and describes
projects that engage local communities in the design process.
Most developed economies, including single-industry and resource dependent rural or small town regions, are transforming rapidly
as a result of social, political, and economic change. Collectively, they face a number of challenges as well as new opportunities.
This international collaboration describes a critical political economy framework that will be useful for understanding these
transitions. Transformation of Resource Towns and Peripheries describes the multi-faceted process of transition and change in
resource dependent rural and small town regions since the end of the Second World War. The book incorporates international
case studies from Australia, Canada, Finland and New Zealand, with the express purpose of highlighting similarities and
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differences in patterns and practices in each country. Chapters explore three main themes: how corporate ties and trade linkages
are changing and impacting rural communities and regions; how resource industry employment is changing in these small
communities; and how local community capacity and leadership are working to mitigate challenges and take advantage of new
opportunities. This book will be of interest to students of regional studies, geography, and rural and industrial sociology. It will also
have a strong appeal to policy-makers and local regional development practitioners.
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